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We present a simple algorithm for the simulation of stiff, discrete-space, continuous-time Markov

processes. The algorithm is based on the concept of flow averaging for the integration of stiff ordinary

and stochastic differential equations and ultimately leads to a straightforward variation of the the

well-known stochastic simulation algorithm (SSA). The speedup that can be achieved by the present

algorithm [flow averaging integrator SSA (FLAVOR-SSA)] over the classical SSA comes naturally

at the expense of its accuracy. The error of the proposed method exhibits a cutoff phenomenon as

a function of its speed-up, allowing for optimal tuning. Two numerical examples from chemical

kinetics are provided to illustrate the efficiency of the method. © 2010 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION18

Continuous-time Markov processes are ubiquitous in the19

modeling of the dynamics of complex systems.1, 2 An impor-20

tant example is stochastic chemical kinetics which describes21

the time evolution of chemically reacting systems by taking22

into account the fact that molecules come in whole numbers23

and exhibit randomness in their dynamical behavior.3, 4
24

The transition probabilities of such processes obey the25

Chapman–Kolmogorov equation, which in turn is equivalent26

to the so-called master equation.5, 6 The number of variables27

in this master equation is large for all but the simplest sys-28

tems, so analytical or direct numerical integration methods29

are oftentimes impractical. Alternatively, Monte Carlo sam-30

ples of the stochastic process can be numerically generated,31

via stochastic simulation algorithms (SSAs),7, 8 so that the32

only error introduced is the sampling error.33

The SSA, however, is a rather inefficient method when34

the system of chemical reactions is stiff, involving a large35

number of disparate temporal scales either due to disparate36

reaction rates or due to large variations in the molecular pop-37

ulations. In recent years, several algorithms have been pro-38

posed to simulate such stiff processes. Some of the meth-39

ods that have been developed rely upon the assumption40

that the fast processes are in so-called quasiequilibrium.9, 10
41

R-leaping 11, an accelerated stochastic simulation algorithm,42

efficiently handles systems with disparate rates by sorting the43

reaction events and by acting first on the reactions with large44

propensities. Peles et al.12 have formulated an efficient algo-45

rithm for the direct solution of the master equation with mul-46

tiple time-scales. In a separate line of work, Weinan et al.13, 14
47

have used drift averaging techniques15 to accelerate stochas-48

tic simulations, while Gear and Kevrekidis16 and Kevrekidis49

et al.17 have employed projective integration methods for50

a)Electronic mail: owhadi@caltech.edu.
b)Electronic mail: petros@ethz.ch.

stiff differential equations. The method presented herein relies 51

upon a flow averaging principle, flow averaging integrators 52

(called FLAVORS), that has been introduced for the integra- 53

tion of stiff ordinary and stochastic differential equations.18
54

The extension of FLAVORS to stochastic systems results in 55

a simple and nonintrusive algorithm for the effective simu- 56

lation of a stiff set of reactions. The objective of this article 57

is to provide a description of a novel method, based on the 58

concept of flow averaging, for the simulation of stiff discrete- 59

space, continuous-time Markov processes. It shall be shown 60

that ultimately the algorithm amounts to a simple rescaling of 61

the fast propensities at every other time-step. Like the original 62

FLAVOR algorithm, the algorithm presented here (FLAVOR- 63

SSA) is noninstrusive, in that it can be coupled to any stochas- 64

tic simulation algorithm including accelerated algorithms.3 65

II. STOCHASTIC SIMULATION ALGORITHMS 66

SSAs (Refs. 8 and 19) are a class of Monte Carlo methods 67

for the simulation of discrete-space, continuous-time Markov 68

processes. The discrete-state of the system is denoted by 69

x ∈ N
N , where N is the number of species in the system. The 70

SSA deals with a realization of the time-dependent stochas- 71

tic processes, namely a trajectory X(t) ∈ N
N . The process is 72

simulated over time by the following update scheme: 73

0. Initialize the time t = t0 and the system’s state X = X0. 74

1. With the system in state x at time t , evaluate all the 75

reaction rates (propensities) a j (X) and their sum a0(X) 76

:=
∑N

j=1 a j (X). 77

2. Generate values for τ and j where τ is an exponen- 78

tial random variable with parameter a0(X) and j is a 79

discrete random variable on {1, . . . , N } with P[ j = k] 80

= ak(X)/a0(X). 81
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3. Execute the next reaction by replacing t → t + τ and82

X → X + ν j where ν j is the stoichiometric vector that83

denotes the change induced by reaction j .84

4. Record (X, t). Return to step 1, or end.85

The random variable X(t) is a sample from the probabil-86

ity distribution P(X0, t) (the solution of the master equation)87

of the chemical species at time t . Hence, the empirical dis-88

tribution associated with m independent samples of X(t) ap-89

proximates P(X0, t) with an accuracy of the order of m−(1/2).90

In the classical formulation of the SSA, the reaction rates ak91

are defined by92

ak(X) := ck�

N
∏

j=1

{

X j (X j − 1) . . . (X j − r j + 1)

�r j

}

, (1)

where ck is the reaction rate, � is the system volume, X j is the93

number of molecules of species j , and r j (a constant) is the94

number of reactants of the species j . It should be noted that95

although Eq. (1) holds for arbitrary order reactions, reactions96

only have a physical meaning for order 0, 1, and 2.97

Write ak(t) := ak(X(t)). Under the assumption that there98

is a clear separation of fast and slow processes, the total99

propensity can be decomposed as follows:100

a0(t) =
1

ǫ

∑

i

ã
(fast)
i (t) +

∑

j

a
(slow)
j (t), (2)

where a
(fast)
i (t) = 1

ǫ
ã

(fast)
i (t) and ǫ ≪ 1 is the stiffness param-101

eter that is either specified by the problem (a fast reaction102

rate) or emerges during the evolution of the system (dispar-103

ities in the propensities). It should be noted that this dimen-104

sionless parameter has been introduced only for the clarity105

of the presentation and the analysis of the method and in106

practice its specific value is not strictly needed. The fast pro-107

cesses evolve on a time-scale of O(ǫ) and the slow processes108

are on a time-scale of O(1). The inefficiency of the SSA is109

incident to the fact that a0 ≈ O( Ã(fast)ǫ−1), where Ã(fast) =110
∑

i ã
(fast)
i (t) has units [1/time] and is O(1) and consequently111

E[τ ] ≈ O(ǫ).112

Assume that the propensities are in ascending order and113

indexed by k. Then, ǫ can be determined by114

ǫ = min
k

{

ak−1

ak

}

. (3)

Partitioning of the propensities can be performed by index-115

ing the fast propensities by i ≥ k ′ and the slow propensities116

j < k ′, where k ′ is the arg min (argument of the minimum) of117

Eq. (3). We note that this partitioning can also be performed118

hierarchically for systems with multiple time-scales, although119

in this article such systems are not investigated. Moreover120

Eq. (3) assumes that the time-scales are clearly separated. For121

example, if ak = 2ak−1 for k = 2, . . . , K , then although there122

is a large disparity between a1 and aK , there is not a clear123

separation between fast and slow processes.124

Letting �(1/ǫ) denote one iteration of the SSA, the nu-125

merical method can be written as126

(Xn, tn) =
(

�(1/ǫ)
)n

(X0, t0), (4)

which is equivalent to performing n iterations of SSA.127

III. FLAVORIZED-SSA 128

Tao et al.18 presented a class of numerical methods, 129

called FLAVORS, for the integration of stiff ordinary and 130

stochastic differential equations. The method is based on av- 131

eraging the instantaneous flow of a dynamical system with 132

hidden fast and slow variables. The advantage of the method 133

is that the computational cost is determined by the slow pro- 134

cesses instead of the fast ones. In order to briefly outline the 135

FLAVOR method we consider the stiff ordinary differential 136

equation 137

u̇ = G(u) +
1

ǫ
F(u). (5)

Assume that there exists a possibly unknown and nonlinear 138

diffeomorphism η such that (x, y) = η(u) is the solution of 139

the following stiff set of ordinary differential equations: 140

ẋ = g(x, y), (6)

141

ẏ =
1

ǫ
f (x, y). (7)

Let φ(1/ǫ) be the flow of a first order accurate legacy integra- 142

tor for Eq. (5), i.e., ūt+h = (φ
(1/ǫ)

h )(ūt ), where ū is a numer- 143

ical approximation of the solution of Eq. (5). The FLAVOR 144

method works by averaging the flow of Eq. (5) (instead of 145

Eqs. (6) and (7)) by splitting and resynchronization. By split- 146

ting we refer to a composition (φ
(0)
δ−τ ◦ φ

(1/ǫ)
τ ), where φ

(0)
δ−τ de- 147

notes the flow with the stiffness parameter 1/ǫ = 0 and δ ≫ τ 148

are the time-steps. By resynchronization we refer to the dis- 149

tinct time-steps δ and τ , the effects of which are to advance the 150

internal clock of fast variables by τ every time-step of length 151

δ. The averaging applied M times means that (φ
(0)
δ−τ ◦ φ

(1/ǫ)
τ )M

152

≈ (φ
(1/ǫ)
τ )L , where Lτ = Mδ. The variable M denotes the 153

number of samples used to average the flow. The approx- 154

imate scheme is therefore ūt = (φ
(0)
δ−τ ◦ φ

(1/ǫ)
τ )M (ū0), where 155

Mδ = t . It is shown in Ref. 18 that the proposed flow aver- 156

aging is accurate (in a strong sense with respect to (possibly 157

hidden) slow variables and in the sense of measures with re- 158

spect to (possibly hidden) fast variables) provided that fast 159

variables are locally ergodic and (τ/ǫ)2 ≪ δ ≪ τ/ǫ. The con- 160

dition δ ≪ τ/ǫ ensures that the slow dynamic has been aver- 161

aged with respect to that of the fast variables. The condition 162

(τ/ǫ)2 ≪ δ ensures that the error caused by fast variables on 163

slow ones (when η is nonlinear) remains small. After opti- 164

mizing on τ the accuracy of the proposed method is, in the 165

worst case scenario, δ1/3 while its cost is 1/δ (and in partic- 166

ular, both are independent from ǫ). The FLAVOR method is 167

not completely equivalent to simulating Eq. (5) with a larger 168

ǫ′: indeed, the accuracy of such simulation (with a time-step 169

proportional to ǫ′) would be eCT/ǫ′

ǫ′ (the constant eCT/ǫ′

typ- 170

ically results from Gronwall’s lemma and the fact the total 171

simulation of Eq. (6) has to be rescaled by 1/ǫ′ (the error is 172

multiplicative at a rate 1 + C/ǫ′)) which, in particular, cannot 173

be made arbitrarily small with respect to ǫ′. 174

Analogously to the FLAVOR algorithm, the FLAVOR 175

ized-SSA method is defined as the composition of two SSA 176

steps: 177

(Xn, tn) =
(

�(ξ/ǫ) ◦ �(1/ǫ)
)

(Xn−1, tn−1), (8)
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where ξ ∈ [0, 1]. The SSA step �(ξ/ǫ) advances the simula-178

tion clock by a time interval of size δ, which is an exponential179

random variable with parameter180

â0(t, ξ ) :=
ξ

ǫ

∑

i

ã
(fast)
i (t) +

∑

j

a
(slow)
j (t). (9)

It also selects a fast reaction i with probability181

(ξ/ǫ) [ã
(fast)
i (t)/a0(t)] or slow reaction j with probabil-182

ity a
(slow)
j (t)/a0(t). This is simply equivalent to identifying183

fast reactions and multiplying fast propensities by ξ at every184

other step. If ξ = 1, the algorithm reduces to the standard185

formulation of the SSA. The only difference between the186

FLAVORized-SSA and the SSA is that the fast (stiff) propen-187

sities are rescaled by ξ at every other iteration. Intuitively,188

this amounts to slowing down the fast processes to be on189

the same time-scale as the slow processes, thus permitting190

a larger time-step to be taken. For ξ/ǫ ≪ 1, fast variables191

have the time to converge in law towards their equilibrium192

distribution before any significant change on slow variables.193

Conversely, if ξ/ǫ is of O(1), then fast variables do not194

have the time to converge in law towards their equilibrium195

distribution before significant changes on the slow variables.196

Hence, speed-up and error are both increasing as a function197

of 1/ξ . However, although speed-up is proportional to 1/ξ ,198

we will show that the error exhibits a sharp transition with199

respect to the value of ξ , i.e. a cutoff phenomenon.200

IV. CUTOFF PHENOMENON201

Stiff systems, and in particular fast processes, force202

stochastic simulation algorithms to take prohibitively small203

time-steps as discussed above. These fast processes are on204

several occasions not as important as the slow processes in de-205

termining the overall dynamics of the system. Hence, if one206

were to artificially slow down the fast reactions by a factor207

of 0 ≤ ξ < 1 then the stiffness would be alleviated and the208

problem of small time-steps would be mended. Naturally, an209

error would be introduced since one is not simulating the orig-210

inal system, but rather a rescaled version. It will be shown be-211

low that the error introduced by this artificial slowing down212

of fast processes is not linear with respect to ξ , but rather213

changes significantly when ξ approaches ǫ. In other words,214

when ξ > ǫ virtually no error is made, yet when ξ < ǫ a large215

error is made. This sharp transition of the error around a cer-216

tain value, in this case ξ ≈ ǫ, can be likened to a so-called217

cutoff phenomenon as studied by Diaconis.20 Diaconis proved218

that fewer than six riffle shuffles of a deck of playing cards is219

not sufficient to bring the deck to its stationary distribution220

(sc. a deck with a random distribution of cards), yet—rather221

surprisingly—seven shuffles suffice. In the case of chemical222

kinetics, the fast processes (i.e., reactions) can be artificially223

slowed down without substantially modifying the dynamical224

properties of the system, the result of which is a decrease in225

the computational time.226

Diaconis20 showed that with fewer than six riffle shuf-227

fles, a deck of playing cards remains strongly correlated to its228

initial configuration whereas seven shuffles suffice to bring it229

close to the the uniform distribution on the permutation group.230

This sharp transition in mixing properties of Markov chains 231

has been called cutoff phenomenon. Sharp convergence of 232

the present numerical method with respect to ξ is investigated 233

next. Since the value of ξ dictates both the error and speed-up 234

of the simulation, we inquire into its optimal value. The proof 235

of convergence of FLAVOR-SSA with error bounds is similar 236

to those given in Ref. 18 and will not be reproduced here (we 237

also refer to theorem 2.1 of Ref. 15). 238

The value of ξ controls the distance, in distribution, be- 239

tween fast variables and their local (with frozen slow vari- 240

ables) invariant distribution. In presence of a spectral gap λ, 241

this distance decays like e−ξλt/ǫ (see e.g., Ref. 21). This is 242

why the cutoff is observed when the value of ξ is slightly 243

larger than ǫ. 244

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 1: EMERGENCE OF 245

TIME-SCALES 246

The following chemical system, which was investigated 247

in Ref. 13, exhibits a disparity in time-scales at t ≈ 1: 248

S1←→S2, (10)

249
S1←→S3, (11)

250
2S2 + S3←→3S4. (12)

This system does not have an explicit stiffness parameter ǫ, 251

but rather the stiffness arises owing to the evolution of the 252

reaction set. Moreover, this chemical system is indicative of 253

real-world problems in which the value of ǫ is not known 254

a priori. The reversible reaction shown in Eq. (12) at time 255

t ≈ 1 has propensity values of roughly 103 times larger than 256

the propensities of the other reactions. The value of ǫ varies 257

in the range of 10−3 and 10−4 when t > 1. The corresponding 258

propensities and stoichiometric vectors are 259

a
(slow)
1 = X1, ν1 = (−1,+1, 0, 0)T ,

a
(slow)
2 = X2, ν2 = (+1,−1, 0, 0)T ,

a
(slow)
3 = X1, ν3 = (−1, 0,+1, 0)T ,

FIG. 1. Optimal value of ξ : error of the probability density function, EP (ξ ),

versus speed-up, S(ξ ). l∞: ◦; l1: �; l2: ⋄. ξ = 10− j , where j = 0, 1, . . . , 5

and where ξ = 1 is the leftmost point and ξ = 10−5 is the rightmost point.

The maximum error has been rescaled to 1 and the error at ξ = 1 is the sam-

pling error. The markers denote simulated points and the lines are second-

order interpolations. The optimal value is ξ = 10−2 where S(ξ ) ≈ 7 and the

error is negligible.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of solutions: FLAVORized-SSA (orange), SSA (black). Pξ=10−2
(t = 4) (left) and Pξ=10−5

(t = 4) (right) for the spcecies S1. Note that the

large error for Pξ=10−5
(t = 4) results from a shift in the distribution.

a
(slow)
4 = X3, ν4 = (+1, 0,−1, 0)T ,

a
(fast)
5 = 2X2(X2 − 1)X3, ν5 = (0,−1,−2,+3)T ,

a
(fast)
6 = 2X4(X4 − 1)(X4 − 2), ν6 = (0,+1,+2,−3)T .

Simulations were performed with X(t) = (X1(t), X2(t),

Q2

260

X3(t), X4(t))T and X(0) = (100, 3, 3, 3)T in t ∈ [0, 4]. The261

FLAVORized-SSA was turned on once there was a disparity262

in the stystem, namely at time t = 1. A total of N = 2 × 105
263

samples were performed.264

A parametric plot of the error of the probability density265

function versus the speed-up compared to SSA is shown in266

Fig. 1. The errors are defined as267

l p = ||Pξ − P||p =

(

∑

k

∣

∣

∣
P

ξ

k − Pk

∣

∣

∣

p

)1/p

, (13)

for p = 1, 2, where the vector P denotes the discrete proba-268

bility density function of an exact stochastic simulation and269

Pξ is the density function of the FLAVORized algorithm with270

parameter ξ . The special case of the l∞ norm is defined as271

l∞ = ||Pξ − P||∞ = maxk |P
ξ

k − Pk |. The l∞ norm was also272

used since the l1 and l2 norms are not sensitive to an out-273

lier, sc. a large error at a single point. The l1 and l2 norms274

FIG. 3. Mind the shift: shift from left to right of the cumulative distribution

functions of Pξ (t = 1) for the species S2 as the value of ξ becomes smaller.

Orange lines denote FLAVORized-SSA, black SSA. ξ = 10− j , where

j = 1, . . . , 8. The shift becomes prominent when ξ = ǫ = 10−4 (solitary

orange line) and is a result of the rescaling of time for fast variables.

are both considered since Diaconis20 considered the so-called 275

total variation distance (similar the l1 norm) and the use of 276

the spectral gap used to show the cutoff phenomenon in this 277

work relies upon the l2 norm.21 Here we show that—up to a 278

normalization—they are all in agreement with respect to the 279

cutoff phenomenon. 280

It should be noted that the speed-up is relatively modest, 281

since SSA is performed in the interval 0 ≤ t < 1. The value 282

of ξ was varied in the range ξ = 10− j , where j = 0, 1, . . . , 5. 283

The optimal value for ξ in terms of the error and speed-up is 284

ξ = 10−2 for this particular system. This confirms the cutoff 285

analysis above that showed that the error was minimized once 286

ξ > ǫ. Additionally, a comparison of the probability density 287

functions for ξ = 10−2 and ξ = 10−5 is shown in Fig. 2. 288

The larger error for ξ = 10−5 is a result of the shift of the 289

distribution. 290

VI. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 2: MINIMAL STIFF 291

CHEMICAL SYSTEM 292

The following simple stiff chemical system is considered 293

(as in Ref. 13): 294

S1

1/ǫ
←→ S2

1
←→ S3, (14)

FIG. 4. Error analysis: ||Pξ (t = 1) − P(t = 1)||, where l∞: ◦; l1: �; l2: ⋄;

ξ = 10− j , j = 0, 1, . . . , 8. The errors have been rescaled to be in the range

[0, 1] and the x-axis is logscale.
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FIG. 5. Computational efficiency: speed-up compared to SSA, S(ǫ, ξ ), with respect to the scaling parameter, ξ , and the stiffness parameter, ǫ. All axes are

logscale.

where ǫ ≪ 1. The propensities and stoichiometric vectors for295

this system are:296

a
(fast)
1 =

1

ǫ
X1, ν1 = (−1,+1)T , (15)

297

a
(fast)
2 =

1

ǫ
X2, ν2 = (+1,−1)T , (16)

298

a
(slow)
3 = X2, ν3 = (0,−1)T , (17)

299

a
(slow)
4 = �, ν4 = (0,+1)T . (18)

For simplicity, the species S3 is assumed to be con-300

stant. Simulations were performed in t ∈ [0, 1], where X(t)301

= (X1(t), X2(t))T , X i (t) denotes the number of molecules or302

particles of species Si at time t , X(0) = (50, 50)T , � = 100,303

N = 2 × 105, and ǫ = 10−4. The value of ξ was changed in304

order to study the convergence of the simulation. Figure 3305

shows the cumulative distributions of Pξ (t = 1) for the spe-306

ices S2. A shift in distributions is noticeable when the value307

of ξ becomes smaller than ǫ. The error analysis in Fig. 4308

shows a clear cutoff around ξ = ǫ = 10−4. The errors have309

been rescaled to be in the range [0, 1].310

The value of ǫ was then varied in order to determine311

the speed-up of the numerical method compared to the SSA.312

Figure 5 shows the speed-up with respect to ξ and ǫ. Note that313

to ensure accuracy, the value of ξ should be larger than ǫ. It314

is therefore possible to obtain a speed-up of more than 10 ×315

if ǫ is very small. As expected, the speed-up is largest when316

ξ → 0 and ǫ → 0.317

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 318

A straightforward numerical method (FLAVOR-SSA) 319

was presented for the simulation of stiff Markovian processes. 320

The method can be easily coupled with any existing stochas- 321

tic simulations algorithms. The error associated with the pro- 322

posed method has been shown to be characterized by a cut- 323

off phenomenon allowing for the determination of an optimal 324

trade-off between error and speed-up. Future work will in- 325

volve a thorough comparison of the present method with var- 326

ious other methods that have been developed, e.g., Refs. 10 327

and 12–14. Moreover, multiple time-scales and adaptive cal- 328

culations of ǫ will be investigated. In the same vein, multiple 329

ξ variables can be introduced to scale propensities on differ- 330

ent time-scales. 331
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